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January 14-15, '22 Ta"tyz'd hay b"i

Yerushalayim in/out times for B'SHALACH - SHIRA
4 4:22PM Plag 3:53PM • %32 5:37PM R"T 6:15PM
For other locales see Z'MANIM link
TU BISHVAT - Sunday night - Monday
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CAL

NOTES
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Take a bird to lunch

There is a minhag to feed birds on
Erev Shabbat Shira. Doing so is an act
of HAKARAT HATOV. From Parshat
B'shalach, we owe bird two acknowledgments. 1) Main method of human
communication is talking. For birds, it
is singing. Bnei Yisrael at the Sea
borrowed the bird's special talent to
sing praise to HaShem for being
saved by the Splitting of the Sea; and
2) the Midrash tells us that Datan &
Aviram spread MAHN around the
camp on Shabbat morning, to make a
liar out of Moshe who told them that
the MAHN would not fall on Shabbat.
Birds came and ate up the MAHN. So
we thank them for both.

TU BISHVAT

T"U BISHVAT (the 15th of Sh'vat),
cannot fall on a Sunday or a Friday.
It falls on a Monday - as it does this
year - 28% of the time - two days
after Shabbat Shira.
If falls on Tuesday, only 4% of the
time - 3 days after Shira.
It falls on Wednesday, 18% of the time
- 4 days after Shira.
It falls on Thursday, 20% of the time -

sometimes, 2 days before Shira, and
sometimes 5 days after Shira.
And it is on Shabbat Shira, 30% of the
time.
TU BISHVAT is one of the four Rosh
HaShanas in our Calendar. The others
are Rosh Chodesh Nisan, Rosh
Chodesh Elul, and Rosh Chodesh
Tishrei - which we call Rosh HaShana.
Some mitzvot that deal with trees in
Eretz Yisrael have TU BISHVAT as a
dividing point between the previous
year and the current year. Other
mitzvot have Rosh HaShana as their
turning point.
Rosh Chodesh Elul is the halachic
cutoff date related to animals specifically, the date to determine if
a calf, lamb, or kid is considered to be
born this year or last year. This is
important for the mitzva of Maaseir
B'heima.
We do not celebrate or otherwise
mark the Rosh HaShana for Maaseir
B'heima. But we seem to make a big
fuss about Rosh HaShana La'ilanot.
How come?
I would say that it is definitely the
direct connection to Eretz Yisrael via
all the Mitzvot HaT'luyot BaAretz.
Even in Chutz LaAretz - probably,
especially in Chutz LaAretz, TU
BISHVAT is a way to identify with the
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Land of Israel. And here in the Land,
TU BISHVAT is a way to strengthen
one's feelings for the Land.

But they gave trees a special status.
Yes, dates are technically fruits of
the ground, but only technically.

But there is another reason. The meat
of animals gets a Shehakol b'racha,
like so many other things. And that is
the only b'racha that does not
connect directly to the Land.

Fruit trees and their fruits are so
much more than veggies.

All other five b'rachot for food are
directly connected to the ground.
Vegetables, fruit, products made
with flour, including, of course,
bread, and wine.
Connected to the ground as they are,
these b'rachot are said over foods
that come from the ground - any
ground, all over the world.
But they connect more to the Land of
Israel. The Torah's mitzva of Birkat
HaMazon is to eat, be satisfied, and
bless G-d for the Land of Israel. Sure,
people say b'rachot wherever they
live. But Eretz Yisrael is The Place we
are meant to be and where mitzvot
are observed in a more significant
way.
But there is more. Tomatoes are
fruits of the ground. Technically, so
are Oranges. They grow on trees
which grow in the ground.
Chazal could have kept vegetables
and fruit in one category, and
specializing wine, bread, and grain
products.

There is a bracha upon seeing fruit
trees in blossom in Nisan. There is a
bracha for seeing a magnificent
forrest. Five of the Seven Species
with which Eretz Yisrael is described.
Trees give us oxygen to breathe.
(Plants do too, but trees, much more
so.) Trees are homes to birds and
other animals. Trees provide shade.
They prevent soil erosion. They give
us wood and paper. Fruit trees are
extra-protected from destruction.
Part of all this is KI HAADAM EITZ
HASADEH, for man is the tree of the
field.
We slaughter animals and eat their
meat. They are gone. But pick fruit
off a tree and next season, we get
more. Trees keep on giving.
Grapes are fruits; they give us wine.
Olives are fruits; they give us olive oil.
Both of which have a special place in
the Avoda in the Beit HaMikdash.
(Yes, so do animals, but...)
Some of the above or all of the above,
contribute to an excitement we feel
towards trees and the Land of Israel.
That's (part of) why we celebrate TU
BISHVAT.
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B'shalach-Shira Kohen - First Aliya 16th of 54 sedras;
4th of 11 in Sh'mot

PhiloTorah Stats

Written on 215.33 lines (17th)
14 parshiot; 9 open, 5 closed
116 p'sukim - rank: 23 (6th in Sh'mot)
1681 words - rank: 19 (4th in Sh'mot)
6423 letters - rank: 18 (4th in Sh'mot)
Higher ranking for lines is definitely due
to the format of the SHIRA column,
which has a lot of blank space.

MITZVOT
B'SHALACH contains a single mitzva of
the 613, the prohibition of leaving one's
Shabbat boundary - T'CHUM SHABBAT
(T'chum's membership in the family of
Torah mitzvot is disputed - see further)

Aliya-by-Aliya
Sedra Summary
[P> X:Y (Z)] and [S> X:Y (Z)] indicate start of
a parsha p'tucha or s'tuma. X:Y is
Perek:Pasuk of the beginning of the parsha;
(Z) is the number of p'sukim in the parsha.
Numbers in [square brackets] are the
Mitzva-count of Sefer HaChinuch AND
Rambam’s Sefer HaMitzvot. A=ASEI; L=LAV
(prohibition). X:Y is the perek & pasuk from
which the mitzva comes.

Remember to take a bird
to lunch this Friday HAKARAT HATOV
see CALnotes for details

14 p'sukim - 13:17-14:8

[S> 13:17 (6)] "When Par'o sends the
People...", G-d leads them along a
circuitous route to prevent them from
panicking and returning to Egypt.
Moshe, in fulfillment of the promise
made to Yosef by his brothers, takes
Yosef's remains out of Egypt with the
People.

SDT: Our Tradition is that the
remains of all of the sons of Yaakov
were brought out of Egypt. Why was
Moshe, from the tribe of Levi, the one
who took care of ATZMOT YOSEF? It has
been suggested that Moshe was atoning
for and effecting a TIKUN for his greatgrandfather's role in the Sale of Yosef.
(Heard from Rabbi Jeff Bienenfeld)

G-d provided an escort for the People
in the form of a pillar of cloud by day
and a pillar of fire at night.
[P> 14:1 (14)] G-d tells Moshe of His
plan to lead the People in such a way
that Par'o will pursue them in the
misguided hope of bringing them
back to Egypt.
When Par'o is notified (by spies whom
he had sent to accompany the Israelites) of the People's whereabouts, he
(with G-d's help in making his heart
"heavy", i.e. strong) takes a potent
force with him and chases after the
People of Israel.

SDT: "And G-d did not allow them
Philo-Torah - 4 - All@Once file

to go DERECH ERETZ P'LISHTIM.
Literally, they did not take the straight
route to the territory of the Philistines.
One commentator suggests an interesting DRASH based on a play on words.
G-d did not take the People out of Egypt
in DERECH ERETZ, in the normal,
natural way of things, but in a
miraculous way. Normally, bread comes
from the ground; for the People of
Israel, G-d sent them bread from above.
Normally, water comes from above; for
the People of Israel, G-d provided water
from below, from a rock and from the
miraculous Well that accompanied them
on their journey, in the merit of Miriam.
Not taking us out in a natural manner,
leaves us with no doubt that it was
indeed G-d Who took us out of Egypt.
This is a crucial foundation stone of
Judaism. Not only did we get out of
Mitzrayim, but it was G-d Who took us
out. Not only did He take us out, but the
people knew and know it well.

them that G-d will fight on their
behalf, and tells them that Egypt will
soon cease to exist.

G-d's opening words at Sinai make the
point abundantly clear.

11 p'sukim - 14:15-25

Levi - Second Aliya 6 p'sukim - 14:9-14
The mighty Egyptian army pursues
the People. When the People of Israel
see them coming, they are greatly
frightened because there is no place to
flee. They complain to Moshe that it
would have been better to have died
in Egypt. Moshe reassures the People,
encourages them not to fear, promises

SDT: It seems that Par'o actually
thought that he let the People go - that
he expelled the People from Egypt.
That's even what it seems to say at the
beginning of this week's sedra (When
Par'o sent the people out...). G-d
arranged to have Par'o run after them.
Then the events make it crystal clear to
him - and to us - that G-d, and only G-d
took us out of Egypt. Without this part
of the Exodus process, Par'o and his
people - and probably some Jews as
well - would think that Par'o had a part
in letting us leave Egypt. With the
opening statement of the Aseret
HaDibrot stating, I am HaShem, your
G-d, Who took you out of Mitzrayim...
this point is essential.

Sh'lishi - 3rd Aliya [P> 14:15 (11)] G-d "asks" Moshe why
the People are screaming; let them
just move on.

SDT: Our Sages teach us that
there are times when prayer is called
for, and other times when action is the
order of the day. G-d says: MA TITZ'AK
EILAI, why cry out to Me? MA is spelled
MEM-HEI. MEM can represent the 40
days and 40 nights that Moshe was to
spend in prayer on behalf of the People
following the Sin of the Golden Calf.
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MEM represents long prayer. HEI can
stand for the simple but eloquent
5-word prayer for Miriam's recovery
from Tzora'at which she contracted in
punishment for speaking disrespectfully
of Moshe - KEIL NA R'FA NA LAH. And
sometimes, neither short nor long
prayer is appropriate. At this point of
the Exodus, the order of the day was
decisive action. Move it! We must know
when to pray and when to act first, and
when to do both.
G-d tells Moshe to raise his hand over
the Sea and split it, so the People will
be able to pass through it on dry land.
G-d informs Moshe that He will again
harden Egypt's heart so that they will
continue their pursuit. The Egyptians
will finally know G-d's Might. The
guardian angel (pillar of cloud) that
was leading the People now was
repositioned between the Jews and
the Egyptian army, preventing
contact.
Moshe raises his hand above the Sea
and G-d causes a powerful easterly
wind to blow all night, followed by a
parting of the waters. The People of
Israel enter the Sea on dry land,
between walls of water.
Egypt boldly follows, but their
arrogant attitude abruptly changes to
fear and panic as their chariots lose
their wheels and bog down in the
seabed. (This is in sharp contrast with
the perfectly dry land beneath the feet
of Israel.)

G-d, not only now, but retroactively,
as the One Who had fought for Israel
in Egypt.

SDT: Why the strong wind blowing
all night? Could not G-d have split the
Sea with the proverbial snap of a finger?
The answer is: Of course He could. But
the night's preparation for the miracles
of the day serves several purposes.
Egypt is lulled into a false sense of
security when something is happening
that they can explain. They don't want
to accept the idea that the G-d of Israel
is performing miracles for His people.
No doubt, their wizards (call them
meteorologists, this time) explained the
desert winds and the effects it can have.
Among the Jews, there are always
individuals who would like not to admit
to G-d's awesome powers. They too will
have their "excuse" in the natural
components of the miracle. Perhaps,
most importantly, this wind (and the
like) allows us to relate to and better
appreciate, the miracles themselves. A
snap of the finger brings results too
quickly for us to think about what is
happening. A night to ponder what was
going on, further enhanced the
appreciation of the Children of Israel for
what had happened, was happening, and
was to happen - what and when! Mixing
the natural with the supernatural will
often enhance the miracle by allowing
us to relate to it better.

Egypt finally (too late) acknowledges
Philo-Torah - 6 - All@Once file

R'vi'i - Fourth Aliya 32 p'sukim - 14:26-15:26
[P> 14:26 (6)] Moshe is now instructed
by G-d to raise his hand once more
over the Sea so that the waters may
return. He does so and the Egyptians
are drowned. The People, however,
have succeeded in passing through
the Sea and are ecstatic in their
salvation. They attain true belief and
trust in G-d and in Moshe His servant.

SDT:

Rambam states that complete,
solid, lasting faith in G-d was attained at
Sinai. Here we must say that the belief
was great, but not yet permanent. One
telling hint towards the tenuousness of
belief as a result of "flashy" miracles
alone is the word UVMOSHE - they
believed in G-d AND IN MOSHE His
servant. The only other occurrence of
that word UVMOSHE is in Bamidbar
after Aharon dies and there was a battle
against Emori, the people were
disgusted with their wandering and
spoke against G-d and Moshe. That's the
other extreme of belief - same word
occurs at both extremes.
[P> 15:1 (19)] Next comes the Song of
the Sea. What makes the Song of the
Sea so special is that it is a direct
quote of the People of Israel that G-d
put into His Torah, verbatim. In other
words, the rest of the Torah is written
by G-d; we composed this part. It is an
inspiring passage that has been
incorporated into our daily prayer.

This 19-pasuk parsha is unique in the
way it is written in a Sefer Torah. The
column that contains the Shira is wider
than all the other columns in the Torah.
It is a Tradition to start the column with
5 lines belonging to the previous parsha,
beginning with the word HABA'IM. Then
a line is left blank and then the first line
of AZ YASHIR is written all the way
across the column. The next line has one
word, a blank space, a group of words
(from 3-5), another blank space, and
then a single word to end the line. Call
this, line pattern A. The next line starts
with a group of words (2-5), a space, and
another group of words (3-5). Call this,
line pattern B. After the first line, the
rest of the Shira parsha consists of
another 29 lines, alternating patterns A
and B, ending with an A. Then a line is
skipped. Five more "regular" lines of
Torah text finish off the column. The
column with the Shira has many blank
spaces and two blank lines.
[P> 15:20 (2)] Following the Shira
portion is a 2-pasuk parsha describing
Miriam's rallying of the women to join
in the Shira in their own way.
[S> 15:22 (5)] The People continue
their journey and fail to find water for
three days. When they do find some,
they complain bitterly (PI) of the
inability to drink it. G-d directs Moshe
to perform a miracle by throwing a
special piece of wood into the water
whereby the water becomes sweet.
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SDT: Aside from the literal meaning of the text, this episode is
considered an allusion to the primacy of
Torah in the life of a Jew. Both Torah
and water sustain life - spiritual and
physical. In the same vein, "3 days
without water" resulted in the practice
of our reading Torah on Monday and
Thursday, so that in our wandering in
the spiritual desert of life, we will not go
3 days without spiritual water. This is
but one "use" of the analogy between
Torah and water. This idea is not just a
matter of DRASH. The parsha's last
pasuk tells that if we will harken to
G-d's Voice and follow the Torah, keep
the mitzvot... then all the ills that befell
Egypt will not be put upon us...

Chamishi 5th Aliya
- 11 p'sukim - 15:27-16:10
[S> 15:27 (4)] The People next travel to
Eilim and from there to Midbar Tsin,
en route to Sinai. This time, they
complain about the lack of food.
[S> 16:4 (7)] G-d tells Moshe about the
manna (mahn) which He will soon
provide for the People. Moshe tells the
People that they will soon see how
G-d hears and listens to their complaints. Mahn is not just the food that
sustains the people, it is also a crucial
test of the faith that the people should
have in G-d. (We find Moshe reiterating this aspect of the Mahn in Parshat
Eikev.) The Mahn was to fall daily
except for Shabbat, and was not

allowed to be left over night (except
for what fell on Friday). This facilitated a constant strengthening of our
faith in G-d - the need to "trust" Him
every single day.

Shishi - Sixth Aliya 26 p'sukim - 16:11-36
[P> 16:11 (17)] The account of the
Mahn continues... Quail miraculously
appear in the evening, and the people
eat "meat". On the next morning, the
Mahn - protected by a layer of dew
above and below it - appears. The
People are fascinated by it and when
they question Moshe, he explains the
rules and procedures set down by G-d.
Nonetheless, there were some who left
over Mahn from one day to the next,
and this angered Moshe. And, despite
being told that the Mahn will NOT fall
on Shabbat, there were individuals
who went out to search for it.
[S> 16:28 (9)] G-d "takes note" of this
display of lack of faith and "asks" how
long we will continue to refuse to
keep His commands.
The parsha of the Mahn is our first real
introduction to Shabbat. This is the
meaning of the line in DAYEINU, Had
You given us the Shabbat and not
brought us near Har Sinai, DAYEINU,
there would be sufficient reason to
thank You... Although Shabbat is an
integral part of Revelation at Sinai
(commandment #4), it actually predates Matan Torah.
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From the episode of the Mahn we learn
the important lesson that Shabbat is
honored by being prepared for. It is not
just a corollary of the prohibitions of
Shabbat that we prepare our food in
advance; it is an essential feature of
Shabbat and the role of the days of the
week.
Included in the instructions about the
Mahn is the command not to "leave
our PLACE on the seventh day (to
collect the Mahn)". This was not just a
rule for that generation; it is a mitzva
among the 613 - the mitzva of T'chum
Shabbat [24, L321 16:29].
Briefly, the point of T'CHUM is not
about how far we may walk on Shabbat.
It is about how far AWAY FROM HOME
we may go. This is obvious from the
halachic details of T'CHUM. The
weekdays are for going. Shabbat is for
staying put (as defined by halacha) and
being able to "relax", to ponder G-d's
Creation and Mastery over all.
A sample of Mahn was stored as a
remembrance for future generations.

MitzvaWatch
It is important to understand that the
prohibition of T’CHUM, be it from the
Torah or from the Sages, was not meant
to put a limit on physical exertion or the
distance a person may walk on Shabbat.
A person who lives in a house in
yenemsvelt which is located on a small
plot of land with a fence around it, is
restricted to a distance of about a

kilometer outside his fence. Another
person who lives in a big city can walk
from one end to the other - from Gilo to
Ramot and back again (or Washington
Heights to the Bowery) - miles and miles
- and not have a problem of T’CHUM at
all. And even the first guy with the
house near no others can walk around
and around his property all Shabbat
long. As long as he does not go outside
his T’CHUM, he’s okay. (Not really,
because he has to figure out why he
spends all Shabbat walking in circles
around his house, rather than learning
Torah, taking a nap, and spending
quality time with his family.) The topics
of T'CHUM and EIRUV are complex. This
only touched on a few points.

Sh'VII Seventh Aliya
- 16 p'sukim - 17:1-16
[P> 17:1 (7)] The People journey to
R’fidim and again complain about the
lack of water. (It is not the complaint
itself that "angers" G-d - it is the
apparent lack of faith and the doubt in
the value of the Exodus that casts a
negative light on the People.) In
response, G-d tells Moshe to gather
the Elders and People and strike a
rock in their presence with his
miraculous staff. The result is water
for the People.
[P> 17:8 (6)] The final nine p'sukim,
which is also the Torah reading of
Purim morning (and the Maftir for
Shabbat Purim in Yerushalayim, this
year), tell of Amalek's attack on the
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fledgling nation of Israel. It is the
archetypical fight against those who
would seek to destroy us. This battle
repeats itself differently throughout
Jewish History.
[P> 17:14 (3)] G-d tells Moshe to write
down and tell Yehoshua that I (G-d)
will wipe out the memory of Amalek...
This is not just Israel's battle, but G-d's
as well.

Haftara 52 p'sukim
Sho-f’tim 4:4-5:31
In the time of the Judges, Bnei Yisrael
found themselves cruelly oppressed.
In the sedra it was Par'o; in the haftara
it is Yavin and his general, Sisra.
D'vora enlists Barak to lead an army
against them. With the success of the
battle, D'vora sang a song of praise
and thanks to G-d, similar in nature to
that of Moshe and Bnei Yisrael in the
parsha. So too, the People's faith in
G-d had similar "ups and downs" to
those in the sedra. D'vora was key to
restoring a high level of faith in G-d
among the People and in leading the
People to great victories.
S'faradim read just the Song of D'vora as the
haftara of B'shalach. Ashkenazim start earlier
and include in the reading the story of Sisra's
temporary escape from Barak and his army,
only to find his demise at the hand (and tent
peg) of Yael, wife of Chever HaKeini.

Bringing the
Prophets to Life
Weekly insights into the Haftara
by Rabbi Nachman (Neil) Winkler
Author of Bringing the Prophets to Life (Gefen Publ.)

B'shalach
We have, in the past, reviewed the
many similarities that connect our
haftara, the story of Israel's victory
and D'vora's song of praise, with the
parsha and its story of Israel's victory
and Moshe's song of praise. In
analyzing the miracle at Yam Suf, Rav
David Fohrman wonders why, after
ALL of Israel echo Moshe's song of
praise, Miriam must lead the women
in a separate song (or, perhaps, more
correctly, "refrain"). We find nowhere
in the Tanach that a song shared by
all is then repeated by only women.
What was the need for Miriam to sing
the praises again?
In a brilliant essay, Rav Fohrman,
reviews the actions of Miriam, based
upon the approach of Chazal, to
reveal his answer. Miriam was a
believer. It was she who convinced
her parents to remarry after they
separated, arguing that she had a
vision predicting that her mother
would give birth to the future savior
of Israel. After the birth of Moshe,
her father questioned the veracity of
her vision when the young child had
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to be hidden among the reeds (SUF)
on the Nile. "What happened to your
vision?" her doubting father asked.
So, while parents remained at home,
Miriam, still believing in her vision,
stood by the reeds to see how her
vision would come to fruition. She
watches as the daughter of the
pharaoh, a real threat to Moshe's life,
approaches and surprisingly, fetches
the baby from the Nile. Then, rather
than walk away, Miriam provides a
Hebrew nursemaid for the baby.
Years later, she stands at Yam Suf
together with the entire nation, and
sees the water that threatens B'nei
Yisrael, and watches the Egyptians as
they approach to destroy the
Israelites, realizing then that they
now stood before the Sea of Reeds
(SUF).
In summation, Moshe is saved
because Miriam had faith that a
divine miracle would be performed
and did everything to make sure that
it would. It is, therefore, no wonder
that she who never lost faith, would
sing out Hashem's praises upon
witnessing the vision that she alone
cherished finally come true.
The haftara echoes a similar theme.
Rav Amnon Bazak underscores the
contrast between the stories and
points out that the episode described
in the Torah - and the victory song as

well - focus on Hashem's power and
His victory over the Egyptians. B'nei
Yisrael were mostly passive HASHEM YILACHEM LACHEM Hashem will fight for you while you
need merely to remain silent.
Not so our haftara. There we learn of
D'vora's gathering an army to fight
the enemy, of how the volunteers
joined to fight and fought the battle.
D'vora's song of victory naturally
praises and thanks G-d but it makes
the point of praising HAMITNADVIM
BA'AM, those who volunteered and
fought. Here, both the story and the
song of victory - center upon the
efforts of the people who organize an
army to face - and defeat - their
enemy.
The two stories reflect the two
different people: those who feared
and doubted Hashem's promises and
those who had faith in Hashem to go
to war and defeat the enemy.
An independent nation with faith in
G-d looks to Him for strength and
courage to defeat the enemy; a weak
nation of slaves who lack the vision
can only pray that Hashem fight for
them. o
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B'shalach - Shira

Pillar of Cloud by day p Pillar of Fire by
night p Davka Judaica Clipart scene of
the splitting of the sea p Tambourine
is TOF MIRIAM p blown out tire
represents the wheels of the Egyptian
chariots that fell off and caused the
chariots to become bogged down in the
sea bed p water coming from a rock
that Moshe struck with the Staff p
Bird is a quail, as in quail - S'LAV, that
preceded the manna p Two challot on
a board and covered is/are LECHEM
MISHNEH, which commemorates the
double portion of manna that fell on

Friday, protected by layers of dew. This
also represents the first presentation of
Shabbat (which is in B'shalach) to the
soon-to-be nation of Israel p Worm ate
the leftover manna - there should not
have been any leftovers (the worm is
smiling, happy to do G-d's bidding) p
Three facets of the battle against
Amalek: Moshe's upraised hands,
Yehoshua's sword (it's an Egyptian
sword), and the quill, ink, and
parchment with which the account of
the battle was written down p The
musical bee is for Shirat D'vora (haftara)
p Thunderbolt = BARAK p Milk that
Yael gave to Sisra p tent peg with
which she killed him when he fell asleep
p Piece of a brick wall represents the
brick pattern of words in the Torah for
AZ YASHIR p Upside-down heart
refers to the phrase VAYEIHAFEICH
L'VAV ... Par'o had a change of heart...
p Stop sign with the word Shabbat is
found at the limit of T'chum Shabbat
(only mitzva Rambam & Chinuch count
from B'shalach) p lead fishing sinker
for the description in the Song of the
Sea, referring to some of the Egyptians,
"sank as lead in the (mighty) waters"p
toy soldier armed with a bazooka, with
four pale shadows of the same figure of
the soldier. Together, they represent
the description of the Jews coming out
of Egypt, CHAMUSHIM, which, according to Rashi's main explanation means
"armed" (bazooka) and Rashi adds
DAVAR ACHEIR, another thing, the
fraction of the people that actually left
Egypt (CHOMESH, a fifth) p Shofar
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with a C coming out of it represents the
100 (C=100 in Roman numerals) blasts
we traditionally blow on Rosh HaShana.
That number is connected to the lament
of Sisra's mother in the haftara p
grogger for the Amalek parsha read on
Purim morning p Characters from the
Wizard of Oz singing - OZ YASHIR p
T-pole, as in TIPOL ALEIHEM EIMATA
VAFACHAD... p Macabi logo for MI
CHAMOCHA... p Baked tofu, the
people were told that which TOFU...
which you bake... p The seeds are
coriander, which some commentaries
say is ZERA GAD, as the manna is
described p the flower is a POPPY. In
Yiddish, mahn, with the obvious
connection to the manna p that leaves
one challenging Unexplained

p"rl

dix` cec x"a iav awri axd
l"f

Rabbi Jonathan Sacks l"f
The plan for the new cycle of Torah readings is
to continue to share a weekly piece from Rabbi
Sacks's past Covenant & Conversation essays.

The Face of Evil
B'shalach

After 9/11, when the horror and trauma
had subsided, Americans found themselves asking what had happened and
why. Was it a disaster? A tragedy? A
crime? An act of war? It did not seem to
fit the pre-existing paradigms. And why

had it happened? The question most
often asked about Al Qaeda was, "Why
do they hate us?"
In the wake of those events an American
thinker Lee Harris wrote two books,
Civilization and its Enemies and The
Suicide of Reason that were among the
most thought-provoking responses of
the decade. The reason for the
questions and the failure to find
answers, said Harris, was that we in the
West had forgotten the concept of an
enemy. Liberal democratic politics and
market economics create a certain kind
of society, a specific way of thinking
and a characteristic type of personality.
At their heart is the concept of the
rational actor, the person who judges
acts by their consequences and chooses
the maximal option. Such a person
believes that for every problem there is
a solution, for every conflict a resolution. The way to achieve it is to sit down,
negotiate, and do on balance what is
best for all.
In such a world there are no enemies,
merely conflicts of interest. An enemy,
says Harris, is simply "a friend we
haven't done enough for yet". In the real
world, however, not everyone is a liberal
democrat. An enemy is "someone who is
willing to die in order to kill you. And
while it is true that the enemy always
hates us for a reason, it is his reason,
not ours." He sees a different world
from ours, and in that world we are the
enemy. Why do they hate us? Answers
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Harris: "They hate us because we are
their enemy."
Whatever the rights and wrongs of
Harris's specifics, the general point is
true and profound. We can become
mind-blind, thinking that the way we our society, our culture, our civilisation
- see things is the only way, or at least
that it is the way everyone would
choose if given the chance. Only a
complete failure to understand the
history of ideas can explain this error,
and it is a dangerous one. When
Montezuma, ruler of the Aztecs, met
Cortes, leader of the Spanish expedition
in 1520, he assumed that he was
meeting a civilised man from a civilised
nation. That mistake cost him his life
and within a year there was no Aztec
civilisation anymore. Not everyone sees
the world the way we do, and, as
Richard Weaver once said: "The trouble
with humanity is that it forgets to read
the minutes of the last meeting."
This explains the significance of the
unusual command at the end of this
week's parsha. The Israelites had
escaped the seemingly inexorable
danger of the chariots of the Egyptian
army, the military high-tech of its day.
Miraculously the sea divided, the
Israelites crossed, the Egyptians, their
chariot wheels caught in the mud, were
unable either to advance or retreat and
were caught by the returning tide.
The Israelites sang a song and finally
seemed to be free, when something

untoward and unexpected happened.
They were attacked by a new enemy, the
Amalekites, a nomadic group living in
the desert. Moshe instructed Yehoshua
to lead the people in battle. They fought
and won. But the Torah makes it clear
that this was no ordinary battle:
Then the Lord said to Moshe, 'Write this
on a scroll as something to be remembered and make sure that Yehoshua
hears it, because I will completely blot
out the name of Amalek from under
heaven.' Moses built an altar and called
it The Lord is my Banner. He said, 'The
hand is on the Lord's throne. The Lord
will be at war with Amalek for all
generations.' (Sh'mot 17:14-16)
This is a very strange statement, and it
stands in marked contrast to the way
the Torah speaks about the Egyptians.
The Amalekites attacked Israel during
the lifetime of Moshe just once. The
Egyptians oppressed the Israelites over
an extended period, oppressing and
enslaving them and starting a slow
genocide by killing every male Israelite
child. The whole thrust of the narrative
would suggest that if any nation would
become the symbol of evil, it would be
Egypt.
But the opposite turns out to be true. In
D'varim the Torah states, "Do not abhor
an Egyptian, because you were a
stranger in his land" (23:8). Shortly
thereafter, Moshe repeats the command
about the Amalekites, adding a significant detail:
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Remember what the Amalekites did to
you along the way when you came out of
Egypt. When you were weary and worn
out, they met you on your journey and
attacked all who were lagging behind;
they had no fear of God … You shall blot
out the name of Amalek from under
heaven. Do not forget! (D'varim 25:17-19)
We are commanded not to hate Egypt,
but never to forget Amalek. Why the
difference? The simplest answer is to
recall the rabbis' statement in The
Ethics of the Fathers: "If love depends
on a specific cause, when the cause
ends, so does the love. If love does not
depend on a specific cause, then it
never ends." The same applies to hate.
When hate depends on a specific cause,
it ends once the cause disappears.
Causeless, baseless hate lasts forever.
The Egyptians oppressed the Israelites
because, in Pharaoh's words, "The
Israelites are becoming too numerous
and strong for us" (Sh'mot 1:9). Their
hate, in other words, came from fear. It
was not irrational. The Egyptians had
been attacked and conquered before by
a foreign group known as the Hyksos,
and the memory of that period was still
acute and painful. The Amalekites,
however, were not being threatened by
the Israelites. They attacked a people
who were "weary and worn out",
specifically those who were "lagging
behind." In short: The Egyptians feared
the Israelites because they were strong.
The Amalekites attacked the Israelites

because they were weak.
In today's terminology, the Egyptians
were rational actors, the Amalekites
were not. With rational actors there can
be negotiated peace. People engaged in
conflict eventually realise that they are
not only destroying their enemies: they
are destroying themselves. That is what
Pharaoh's advisers said to him after
seven plagues: "Do you not yet realise
that Egypt is ruined?" (Ex. 10:7). There
comes a point at which rational actors
understand that the pursuit of
self-interest
has
become
self-destructive, and they learn to
co-operate.
It is not so, however, with non-rational
actors. Emil Fackenheim, one of the
great
post-Holocaust theologians,
noted that towards the end of the
Second World War the Germans
diverted trains carrying supplies to their
own army, in order to transport Jews to
the extermination camps. So driven
were they by hate that they were
prepared to put their own victory at risk
in order to carry out the systematic
murder of the Jews of Europe. This was,
he said, evil for evil's sake.
The Amalekites function in Jewish
memory as "the enemy" in Lee Harris's
sense. Jewish law, however, specifies
two completely different forms of
action in relation to the Amalekites.
First is the physical command to wage
war against them. That is what Shmuel
told Shaul to do, a command he failed
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fully to fulfil. Does this command still
apply today?
The unequivocal answer given by Rabbi
Nachum Rabinovitch is 'No'. Rambam
ruled that the command to destroy the
Amalekites only applied if they refused
to make peace and accept the seven
Noahide laws. He further stated that the
command was no longer applicable
since Sancheriv, the Assyrian, had
transported and resettled the nations
he conquered so that it was no longer
possible to identify the ethnicity of any
of the original nations against whom the
Israelites were commanded to fight. He
also said, in The Guide for the
Perplexed, that the command only
applied to people of specific biological
descent. It is not to be applied in general
to enemies or haters of the Jewish
people. So the command to wage war
against the Amalekites no longer
applies.
However, there is a quite different
command, to "remember" and "not
forget" Amalek, which we fulfil annually
by the reading the passage about the
Amalekites command as it appears in
D'varim on the Shabbat before Purim,
Shabbat Zachor (the connection with
Purim is that Haman the "Agagite" is
assumed to be a descendant of Agag,
king of the Amalekites). Here Amalek
has become a symbol rather than a
reality.
By dividing the response in this way,
Judaism marks a clear distinction
between an ancient enemy who no

longer exists, and the evil that enemy
embodied, which can break out again at
any time in any place. It is easy at times
of peace to forget the evil that lies just
beneath the surface of the human heart.
Never was this truer than in the past
three centuries. The birth of Enlightenment, toleration, emancipation, liberalism and human rights persuaded many,
Jews among them, that collective evil
was as extinct as the Amalekites. Evil
was then, not now. That age eventually
begat nationalism, fascism, communism, two World Wars, some of the most
brutal tyrannies ever known, and the
worst crime of man against man.
Today, the great danger is terror. Here
the words of Princeton political
philosopher Michael Walzer are particularly apt:
Wherever we see terrorism, we should
look for tyranny and oppression … The
terrorists aim to rule, and murder is
their method. They have their own
internal
police,
death
squads,
disappearances. They begin by killing or
intimidating those comrades who stand
in their way, and they proceed to do the
same, if they can, among the people
they claim to represent. If terrorists are
successful, they rule tyrannically, and
their people bear, without consent, the
costs of the terrorists' rule.
Evil never dies and - like liberty - it
demands constant vigilance. We are
commanded to remember, not for the
sake of the past but for the sake of the
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future, and not for revenge but the
opposite: a world free of revenge and
other forms of violence.
Lee Harris began Civilization and its
Enemies with the words, "The subject of
this book is forgetfulness", and ends
with a question: "Can the West
overcome the forgetfulness that is the
nemesis of every successful civilisation?" That is why we are commanded to
remember and never forget Amalek, not
because the historic people still exists,
but because a society of rational actors
can sometimes believe that the world is
full of rational actors with whom one
can negotiate peace. It is not always so.
Rarely was a biblical message so
relevant to the future of the West and of
freedom itself. Peace is possible,
implies Moshe, even with an Egypt that
enslaved and tried to destroy us. But
peace is not possible with those who
attack people they see as weak and who
deny their own people the freedom for
which they claim to be fighting.
Freedom depends on our ability to
remember and, whenever necessary,
confront "the eternal gang of ruthless
men", the face of Amalek throughout
history. Sometimes there may be no
alternative but to fight evil and defeat
it. This may be the only path to peace.
DISCUSSION QUESTIONS
(1) What is the difference between the
way the Torah commands us to
relate to Egypt and Amalek, and
why?

(2) Does Amalek still exist today?
(3) What lessons can we apply to our
own time from the biblical message
to never forget Amalek?

jexa exkf idi

Walk through the Parsha
with Rabbi David Walk

MY GOD!
B'shalach

Perhaps, the most spectacular
miracle of all time was the Splitting
of the Sea. Hollywood noticed it, too.
One of the early attempts at thrilling
special effects in movies was the
original Ten Commandments (1923),
made by the same director as the
famous 1956 version, Cecil B. DeMille.
As a six-year-old, I was thrilled by
that wide screen iteration of this
week's Torah reading. Our traditional
commentaries also endeavored to
inform us of the dramatic nature of
that wonder.
There are many expressions describing the remarkable nature of the
miracle in SHIRAT HaYAM (Song of
the Sea), but for me no phrase
captures the experience of our
ancestors like: ZEH EI-LI V'ANVEIHU
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(This is my God and I will exalt Him,
Sh'mot 15:2). I'm really interested in
the first two words of this phrase,
but first a few ideas about the final
term V'ANVEIHU.
There are three famous approaches
to this word. Most translations are
like mine above, namely praise or
exalt. The authoritative Onkelos
translation is to house or build a
habitation, and seems to be a
commitment on the part of the Jews
to build the Beit HaMikdash. The
third, more mystical or spiritual
approach, is ANI V'HU, 'I and Him'.
This declaration is a promise to try
and emulate the Divine attributes of
love and compassion displayed by
God. I really like the third option, and
I hope we all try to fulfill it.
ZEH EI-LI has been used by the
Midrash to make the following
remarkable claim: From this verse it
is derived that even a maid servant
witnessed at the Splitting of the Sea
what even Yechezkel and all the other
prophets never saw (Mechilta). This is
an amazing claim, because Yechezkel
saw God's portable Throne, the
MERKAVA. This is predicated on the
demonstrative pronoun ZEH. It's as if
they all used their index finger to
point and say, 'There's God!' Cool!
It is clear that something special,
unique happened at the Crossing of

the Sea. Chizkuni is concerned about
this whole approach, because God is,
of course, invisible. So, what do we
mean by the use of the term ZEH? He
solves this problem by suggesting
that the use of the demonstrative
pronoun is based upon its use
concerning Moshe, ZEH HA'ISH
MOSHE (Sh'mot 32:1).
In other words, the use of ZEH is
informing us that the Jews at the Sea
were at that moment on the same
level of Moshe Rabbeinu. Moshe was
the only prophet who achieved this
status. All other prophets prophesied
based on a less clear vision than
Moshe. All other prophets introduce
the communication of their vision
with the words, KO AMAR HASHEM.
The term KO is generally rendered
'thus'. These prophets experienced
their visions or prophecies with much
less clarity than Moshe. So, they tell
us that their rendition of the incident
is approximately (not exactly) what
God had in mind.
The Ramban asked the central
question about this whole scenario:
How did these recently emancipated
slaves earn the right to view this
wonder on the same level as the
greatest prophet of all time? He
answers this question as part of a
very long comment to B'reishit 18:1
about the nature of prophetic visions.
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The Ramban suggests that the
critical clue is the last verse before
the start of the Song: They believed
in God and Moshe His servant. This
pure, innocent, simple faith brought
the Jews to the pinnacle of prophetic
vision for that wonderful experience.
They got the vision because they not
only believed in God but in prophecy
itself, as represented by Moshe
Rabbeinu.
This phrase has continued to inspire
us throughout the ages. Our Sages
saw fit to include this phrase in
ARVIT, our evening service. The
phrase already appears in the
morning service as part of the Song
of the Sea. However, they included it
in ARVIT because they knew that
night is, historically, a time of doubt
and uncertainty. We need the
encouragement to remember the
power of faith.
This phrase indirectly influenced my
life. As I was deciding to become
observant,
there were
many
influences, friends and rabbis, but
there was also one book. In 1959, one
of America's bestselling authors,
Herman Wouk, wrote about his
wanderings from and, subsequently,
back to Orthodox Judaism. He named
his book This Is My God. He shared
his experiences and thoughts on the
importance of faith and observance

in his life. It ended up influencing
mine.
There were a lot of positive reviews
for this very successful non-fiction
tome, but there was one well-known
negative commentator, the famous
Jewish intellectual and Communist,
Will Herberg. He complained that Mr.
Wouk 'gives the impression that
being a Jews is lots of fun'. I have fun
being Jewish and I'd like to think that
the Jews crossing the Sea were also
having fun. p

Walk thru Davening
with

Rabbi David Walk

Why Pray?
There are many people who claim
that they never pray. I don't believe
them. Many years ago, I was an
irresponsible teenager who decided
to become an Orthodox Jew with
many wonderful friends who thought
that I was crazy. Part of their critique
of my new lifestyle was the fact that,
to their thinking, I was davening 'all
the time'. They all insisted vigorously
that they never, ever prayed.
However, one December morning
while driving on an icy road (US Route
3, Plymouth, NH) we got into a skid.
With the car slowly sliding into a gas
station, two of my 'I never pray'
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buddies were chanting with great
devotion, 'O, God, I don't want to die.
Please, God, don't let me die!'
Okay, most of us don't spend much
time in slow motion car accidents,
but still a lot of people pray. Why?
Generally, I believe most people pray,
because they believe it works. There
are many studies which show that
people who pray regularly live longer
and have happier lives. I'm skeptical.
It may just mean that the people who
pray are the type who live longer and
are happier. So, I don't really know
why most people pray. As an
Orthodox Jew, I pray because it's
obligatory, but does the story end
there?
According to the Midrash, there are
ten terms for prayer: (1) prayer, (2)
beseeching, (3) call, (4) cry, (5)
outcry, (6) chant, (7) encounter, (8)
falling, (9) sing, and (10) stand.
Actually, there are more, like
'converse', 'ask' or 'recite'. The point
is that our Sages recognized that
there are many reasons why people
pray, and each term for prayer can
represent another motivation for
TEFILA.
However, the two greatest Jewish
religious thinkers of the twentieth
century, Rav Kook and Rav
Soloveitchik both wrote that there
are really only two reasons to pray,

even though they express it
differently. Rav Kook wrote that we
can divide the reasons for our
modern praying into the mystical and
rational. In the rational realm, we find
Torah obligations based on historical,
objective obligations to interact with
God, because we have intellectually
concluded that there is a Supreme
Being, to Whom we owe obeisance.
This
commitment
began
as
KORBANOT (offerings) in the Temple.
We continue those obligations
through our public recitations of the
SHMONEH ESREI (the AMIDA) prayer.
This reality is most noticeable on
Shabbat, Chag and Rosh Chodesh in
the MUSAF service, when we actually
recite the verses about the offerings.
But our weekday morning and
afternoon SHMONEH ESREI prayers
are in place of the daily offerings
(TAMID offerings).
The less objective or spiritual
approach to prayer is expressed in
our silent SHMONEH ESREH, when
we are allowed or even encouraged to
interject personal requests and
thoughts. This is our time with God.
Our Patriarchs did this when they
invented the morning (Avraham),
afternoon (Yitzchak) and evening
services (Ya'akov). Even though now
there's a script, we must do
everything in our power to make this
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a conversation. Those blessings
which our Sages composed are
guidance for these visits.

sentence, and say it with intention
(KAVANA). That will change the
whole day that lies before you.

The Rav said that the material our
Sages wrote for us means that we
don't have to primarily 'need to say
what we feel; we are required to feel
what we say'. We should work hard to
understand what our Sages composed, because they are guiding us in
this encounter with our Maker. We
should pour our souls into this
endeavor.

That's the point of why I'm starting
this new series of articles on T'FILA.
To daven better, it's important to try
to understand our prayers. Then we
can follow Rav Steinzaltz's advice.
Together, let's find that one sentence
which will make our prayers more
meaningful, then our day, then our
life.

This is hard. We feel the obligation to
say the prayers but often don't feel
that the process is working. Rav
Soloveitchik once observed that
many of us 'don't want to daven; we
want to have davened'. It's a
conundrum. I feel this often. There
are days when I have trouble
remembering my morning davening
experience, and that's not a sign of
significant involvement in the
process. It's something to work on,
for me and for everyone.

Rav Kook
Torah

Rav Steinzaltz z"l was once
approached by a young observant
man who taught Torah. This
individual divulged that he had
'become distant or disconnected
from the prayer service'. Rav
Steinzaltz suggested that the young
man 'wrestle' with one sentence of
one prayer: Grapple with that one

by Rabbi
Chanan Morrison • www.ravkooktorah.com

The Test of Mara
Even before the Torah was revealed
at Mount Sinai, the Jewish people
received several mitzvot at Mara:
“They came to Mara... there God
taught them a decree and a law, and
there He tested them” (Sh'mot
16:23-25).
According to tradition, one of the
mitzvot that God taught at Mara was
keeping the Shabbat (Sanhedrin 56b).
It appears that Mara was a prelude of
sorts for receiving the Torah at Sinai.
How did the mitzva of Shabbat
prepare them for the Sinaitic
revelation? And in what way was
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Mara a “test” for the Jewish people?

Prerequisite for Torah
The area was called Mara because the
waters there were bitter (MAR).
“When Moshe cried out to God, He
showed him a certain tree. Moshe
threw it in the water, and the water
became sweet” (15:25).
When a person is ill, that which is
sweet tastes bitter. The waters of
Mara seemed to be bitter, but in fact
they were sweet. These waters are a
metaphor for the Torah itself. The
laws of the Torah are sweet to those
with a pure soul and a refined
character, but bitter to those
burdened with coarse personality
traits (Rambam, Hilchot Dei'ot 2:1).
Mara laid the groundwork for Sinai by
reinforcing the positive traits of
kindness and compassion that are
innate to the Jewish people
(Yevamot 79a). The people would
then be ready to receive the Torah, as
their moral development would allow
them to appreciate the sweetness of
the Torah’s laws.
How did the mitzva of Shabbat
accomplish this?
Even though the Shabbat commemorates the creation of the universe, it
was not given to all of humanity.
Shabbat is a special gift for the

Jewish people (Sanhedrin 58b). Why
is that?

Natural Kindness
For the sake of social order and
harmony, people need to be occupied
with labor. Work relationships and
business dealings motivate people to
be polite and pleasant to one another.
Even if they do not like one another,
it is in their self-interest to be
friendly and helpful. If they are not
working, however, this motive no
longer exists. Human nature instinctively looks out for self-protection
and survival; without an incentive to
gain the good will of others, people
will naturally revert back to their
self-centered tendencies.
This was the test of Mara. The Jewish
people were given the Shabbat day of
rest. Would they discover within
themselves an innate quality of
compassion? Would they remain
considerate and accommodating to
one another, despite the lack of
personal profit to be gained from
kindness on the day of rest?
This also explains the special
connection between the manna and
Shabbat. The manna did not fall on
Shabbat, in order to “test them
whether or not they will keep My law”
(16:4). With their food provided for
them, the Israelites had no need to
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earn a living. The test of the manna,
like the test of Shabbat, was whether
they would remain considerate to
their neighbors without the incentive
of personal gain. If the Israelites in
the desert remained friendly to one
another, it demonstrated that their
kindness was not out of self-interest,
but part of an innate nature of
compassion and generosity. These
were traits the Jewish people needed
in order to accept the Torah.
The seven mitzvot of the Noahide
Code, which obligate all of humanity,
do not demand the refinement of
human nature. They just require the
avoidance of evil. The Torah, on the
other hand, was revealed in order to
elevate the Jewish people to be a
holy people. The ethical ideals of
Israel cannot be based only on
expediency and personal gain, but on
loving “that which is good and proper
in the eyes of God” (D'varim 12:28).
Therefore, it was necessary to
bolster the foundations for their
innate goodness. This was how the
mitzvot of Mara paved the way for
the Torah’s revelation at Sinai.
Adapted from Otzarot HaRe’iyah
vol. II, pp. 172-173

CHIZUK a IDUD
Divrei Torah from the weekly sedra
with a focus on living in Eretz Yisrael
Chizuk for Olim & Idud for not-yet-Olim
by Rabbi Yerachmiel Roness
Ramat Shiloh, Beit Shemesh
B'shalach '16
The Biblical narrative is often terse.
We are provided with a general and
broad description of the events while
many of the intriguing details are left
out. In this week's parsha, the
Targum (an Aramaic translation of
the Torah composed in early
Talmudic times) fills us in with the
particulars of one unusually interesting back-story, which the text of the
Torah only alludes to briefly.
The first verse of this week's parsha
tells us that the Almighty did not lead
the Jewish People out of Egypt by
way of the land of the P'lishtim lest
they regret when they see war and
return to Egypt. This cryptic
explanation is fleshed out by the
Targum where we are told that the
war referred to in the verse, is not a
potential war which could be waged
in the future, but rather an allusion to
a war which predated the Exodus by
some thirty years: "When warriors of
the tribe of Efrayim (Bnei Efrayim)
with shields, spears and weapons of
war, went down to Gath to plunder
the herds of the P'lishtim. Since they
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went out of Egypt thirty years too
soon, by dint of having miscalculated
the end of the exile, and thereby
transgressing the Divine decree, they
were all killed in battle." [The
miscalculation resulted from their
having counted the four hundred
years of the exile beginning from the
time of the "Brit Bein Habetarim"
rather than from the birth of
Yitzchak]. Rashi, too, makes
reference to this earlier debacle, in
his commentary on Shirat HaYam,
commenting on the source of the fear
mentioned in the phrase "trembling
took hold of the inhabitants of
Peleshet" (Sh'mot 15:14). Rashi writes
that the inhabitants of Peleshet
remembered having killed B'nei
Efrayim when they had tried to
hasten the end of the exile, and now
feared retribution.
What lesson are we to learn from this
episode in which tens of thousands
died as a result of their miscalculation? A possible conclusion is that
in order not to repeat their mistake it
is best to sit back and wait. In fact
the late Satmar Rebbe, who passionately advocated our responsibility of
waiting passively for the Mashiach to
come, pointed to the episode of Bnei
Efrayim as a cautionary tale, from
which we must learn of the tragic
consequences of acting against the
prohibition of SHELO YAALU
BACHOMA, "breaching the wall", or

"forcing the end". The requirement
that we refrain from any sort of
active rebellion against our Galut
status, steering far away from any
political steps calculated to hasten,
and to force, the arrival of the final
redemption. (VaYoel Moshe, Ma'amar
Shalosh Shavuot, 24 and 26).
Yet, the Midrash on our verse draws a
stark image: "the Almighty dipped
His sword, as it were, into the blood
of the tribe of Efrayim… and said: I
shall not be consoled until I shall
avenge the sons of Efrayim", Sh'mot
Rabba 20. The Midrash interprets the
verb NACHAM as if it is derived from
the (root) shoresh of NECHAMA consolation. According to the
Midrash, V'LO NACHAM ELOKIM,
usually translated as G-d did not lead
them, is to be understood as saying
that G-d would not be consoled until
the blood of Bnei Efrayim was
avenged. This means that despite
Efrayim's erroneous calculation, and
their hasty departure, G-d did not
look upon them with disdain. They
were seen as martyrs whose death
G-d swore to avenge.
The Yalkut Shimoni expresses this
same understanding utilizing the
following parable: V'LO NACHAM G-d would not be consoled - "This is
likened to a king who was to marry
off his son when suddenly during the
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chupa another one of his sons dies.
The king said: "It is impossible to be
happy because I lost a son, yet, it is
impossible to mourn because I am
marrying off a son." On the one hand
he danced but on the other he
eulogized. Therefore, it says LO
NACHAM He was not consoled".
(Yalkut Shimoni, B'shalach, Remez
225). Bnei Efrayim are wholeheartedly mourned, in the same manner
one would grieve over a beloved son
who died of no wrongdoing.
Whether or not the Satmarer's claim
had merit in the earlier stages of the
Zionist enterprise, today the
argument is moot. The original tens
of thousands of "Bnei Efrayim" of our
own time, who felt the time of the
redemption had come and hastily set
out to bring about the change, have
been followed by millions more. We
are currently witness the continuing
homecoming of Jews to our
homeland. Nevertheless, we still
impatiently await the homecoming of
more and more.

To those who have chosen to remain
afar, I suggest the following: As you
bless your child this Friday night
praying that G-d allow him to "be like
Efrayim and Menashe" ask yourself is it not time that I, too, emulate
Efrayim and leave Galut?

Excerpted from Living the Halachic Process
by Rabbi Daniel Mann - Eretz Hemdah, with
their permission [www.eretzhemdah.org]

Standing During
Chazarat HaShatz

1

Question: Should one stand during
chazarat hashatz? In my shul, some
people stand, but most sit. Is this a clear
halacha or simply a matter of personal
preference?

Answer:

We will paint a picture,
based on sources, that is somewhere
between “clear halacha” and “personal
preference.”

The Rama2 cites an opinion3 that people
should stand4 throughout chazarat
1.

Repetition of Shemoneh Esrei.
Orach Chayim 124:4.
3.
Hagahot HaMinhagim (Tirna).
4.
In many areas of halacha, including in this context, someone leaning on something to the extent that he would fall
if the object were to be quickly removed is not considered to be standing (see Ishei Yisrael 24:(66) and 23:(18),
based on Mishna Berura 94:22-3).
2.
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hashatz. On the one hand, he presents it
as an opinion; on the other hand, he
does not mention those who disagree.
The implication is that this is something
people are expected to do, but it is not
clear that it is a categorical requirement, like standing during Shemoneh
Esrei itself. The Mishna Berura5 explains
that since listening to the shaliach
tzibur6 is considered like speaking
(shomei’a k’oneh), it is as if one were
reciting Shemoneh Esrei himself, and
one should therefore stand. Extending
the logic further, it might follow that
one must keep his feet together during
chazarat hashatz, but the major poskim
do not mention this, and very few
people have this practice. Indeed, many
sources indicate that chazarat hashatz
is different from Shemoneh Esrei.
The Rambam7 writes that during
chazarat hashatz “all are standing
(omdim) and listening,” which seems to
imply that one should stand. However,
some8 poskim point out that since the
Rama did not name the Rambam as his
source, it is possible that the Rambam is
referring not to the position of the body,
but rather to the stopping of activity.
Although the views of poskim vary, the
primary thrust of the consensus is as
follows. The historically normative,
preferred practice is to stand during

chazarat hashatz unless there is good
reason not to. Clearly, however, there
were times and places at which very
respectable people and communities did
not stand. Furthermore, the matter
should not be viewed as an outright
obligation.9
Indeed, in some cases, the straightforward advice would be not to stand. If
one is weak or sick, he can feel free to
sit during chazarat hashatz. (This is true
even when he can find the strength to
stand for Shemoneh Esrei itself.)10 If
standing encourages people to roam
around and thereby detracts from their
own and/or others’ ability to
concentrate on chazarat hashatz, it is
better that they sit and follow in a
focused manner.11
The case you speak of, a congregation in
which a clear majority sits, is a tricky
situation and appears to involve two
related concepts. One is yohara
(haughtiness). Classic yohara is when
one does something that is a clear
stringency in a context that can be
construed as haughtiness. Is standing
an act of yohara, and thus undesirable?
Despite the general lack of adherence to
the halachic preference for standing, it
is difficult to consider that one who
stands in accordance with the
instructions of the Rama and many

5.

124:20.
Chazan – one who leads the services.
7.
Tefilla 9:3.
8.
See Yechaveh Da’at V:11.
9.
See ibid.
10.
See Ben Ish Chai I, Teruma 10.
11.
Based on Yaskil Avdi II, Orach Chayim 2.
6.
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others should be placed in that
category. The other relevant concept is
al yeshaneh mipnei hamachloket (do not
act differently from others because it
can cause conflict). The gemara applies
this idea not only to cases in which
someone is more lenient than his peers,
but also sometimes even to someone
who is stricter than his peers.12 In a shul
in which only a few people stand and it
is the type of community that is
(overly?) sensitive to matters of
possible yohara, we would discourage
people from standing and thereby
standing out.
It is important to note that even if one
sits during chazarat hashatz, he should
wait to do so until after the b'racha of
HaKel HaKadosh, following Kedusha,
and he should stand during Modim
D’Rabbanan, due to the bowing done at
that time.13

From the Pen of Rabbi
Nachman HaKohen Kahana
B'shalach 5782
"Who knows five?" (quote from the
Pesach Hagada).
From a Jewish perspective, how would
one define "coincidence"? I suggest that
it is HaShem's way of directing the
world while remaining anonymous.
It's an interesting coincidence (or
perhaps not) that cities which brought
us bad mazel and bad memories come in
groups of five.
1- Five cities in ancient Egypt are
mentioned in the Tanach: Nef and
Tachpancheis (Yirmiyahu 2:16); Pitom
and Ramaseis (Sh'mot 1:11) and Tzo'an
(Bamidbar 13:22). These cities were
home to the Jews who eventually, as
slaves, very much regretted being there.
2- The five depraved cities in the area of
the Dead Sea: S'dom, Amora, Adma,
Tz'vuyim and Tzo'ar (B'reishit 14:8). The
only Jew (or half Jew) that lived there
and escaped by the skin of his teeth was
Avraham's nephew Lot with his immediate family. Definitely not a positive
environment for a Jew. These cities
reveal the depths of organized
depravity.
3- The five Philistine cities at the time of
the Judges and into the Davidic era:
Azza, Ashkalon, Ashdod, Gat and Ekron.

12.
13.

See Pesachim 51b.
Yechaveh Da’at op. cit.; Living the Halachic Process, vol. III, G-9.
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The Philistines taught us what to expect
when large numbers of goyim settle in
our Land.
4- Closer to our time, there are five
European cities which are home to
relatively large Jewish populations but
will very soon become murderously
uninviting (understatement) for a Jew:
London, Paris, Berlin, Warsaw and
Moscow, when their innate Judenhass
takes over.
5- This brings to mind another group of
five towns, this time in Long Island:
Oceanside, Lawrence, Hempstead,
Cederhurst and Woodmere. According
to what I am told, not having been in the
States for over 25 years, there is a
growing feeling of discomfort bordering
on discontent and tending towards fear
stemming from the increasing number
and severity of antisemitic "incidents"
in these places. These towns
demonstrate how quickly life can
change from satisfaction and material
gratification to suspicion and fear.
6- Another group of five US cities: New
York, Baltimore, Chicago, Cleveland,
and Lakewood, which are the homes of
leading yeshivot and kollels. It is no
secret that the survival of these
yeshivot and adjoining communities
depends on the degree of patience that
the local goyim will have for them.
These leading yeshivot should be the
first to recognize the need for self
preservation, as stated in the Tanach:
V'NISHMARTEM M'OD L'NAFSHOTEICHEM

- And you shall watch yourselves very
well - and move on to Eretz Yisrael when
the winds of hate begin to blow in the
galut.
~~~~~
Major excerpts from an article by Dan
Lavie in the newspaper Yisrael Hayom
entitled:
"The $54 million program connects
Jewish communities to special security
network"
Attempted arson attacks, vandalism,
the dissemination of antisemitic materials and packages containing potentially
toxic materials are just some of the
threats Jews in North America have
recently had to face. In response, the
community has decided to raise the
issue of synagogue security to the
forefront of the agenda.
(Not only are institutions vulnerable,
individuals as well are being attacked at
a growing rate - nk)
According to Rebecca Caspi, directorgeneral at the Jewish Federations of
North
America's
Israel
branch,
antisemitic incidents have now gone
beyond online harassment to the point
where Jews are the targets of verbal
and physical assault...
The Federation serves as an umbrella
organization of 146 Jewish federations
and 300 Jewish communities across the
United States and Canada, and decided
it would not stand idly by in the face of
the violence.
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They established the nationally funded
"Live Secure" program in partnership
with the U.S. Homeland Security
Department to provide local federations
with the tools, training, and resources
needed to keep their summer camps,
synagogues, and classrooms safe.
(There are not enough security
personnel to protect every institution,
not to speak of individual Jews. - nk)
The $54 million in funding for the
program will allow the communities to
be connected to a special surveillance
and security network that will perform
an intelligence assessment of the extent
of threats to Jewish community
members posed by terrorist and
antisemitic organizations, allowing each
community to be ranked according to
the security threat it faces. In addition,
experts will search for gaps in security
and work to improve existing security
measures.
(Sounds absolutely reassuring!! - nk)

According to the U.S. Commission on
Civil Rights, the number of antisemitic
incidents reported in the first half of
2021 was double that reported in the
same period the previous year.
(A hundred times more go unreported nk)
In conclusion: The world is becoming
more and more in turmoil due to Covid
19, economic instability, radical political
and social movements, fear of China,
nuclear proliferation, gender insanity;
and these are on the short list.
HaShem is taking down the galut, albeit
slowly and so far with minimal pain.
As I have previously stated, we Jews are
geniuses in all walks of life except one self-preservation!
In our parsha, when the Jews were with
their "backs to the wall" ("to the sea
wall"), Hashem tells Moshe "stop
praying and become pro-active in saving
the nation."

As part of the security upgrade,
synagogues will receive closed-circuit
security cameras, have secure doors
installed, and community members will
be trained for potential terrorist
threats. Private security guards will also
be hired for special events and certain
communities.

In our time pro-active is not "boarding
up of the 12 beautiful shul windows or
security cameras" but packing your
belongings and coming back home!

(Land of the free and home of the brave;
free to pass security clearance, and
brave enough to come to shul on
Shabbat! - nk)

THE ROYAL EXAMPLE
The royal dignity seems to be at
stake.
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How can the Torah say of the king of
Egypt, "And he harnessed his chariot,
and he took his people with him"
(Sh'mot 14:6)? Kings don't harness
their own chariots. For such things
they have servants.
Maybe Ibn Ezra is right that it is like
the verse, "Sh'lomo built the house
and finished it" (Melachim Alef 6:14).
Others did the menial work but the
king received the credit.
The Midrashic sages however use a
different approach. The Egyptians,
they said, had had more than enough.
The Israelites had been a source of
trouble for so long and the Egyptian
people had suffered so much because
of them, even to the extent of losing
their first-borns in a plague imposed
by the Israelite God, that they
wanted nothing more to do with
Israel. It went so far as to lead to a
mutiny in the palace.
Pharaoh told his servants to harness
his chariot but they refused. Maybe
he said, using Alice in Wonderland
terms, "Off with their heads!" Maybe
they eventually gave in and obeyed
the royal master.
The king was so determined to
pursue the Israelites that he forced
his servants' hands and declared that
he would harness his own chariot if
he had to. Eventually the people as a

whole relented and gave the king the
support he wanted.
There is another case in the sidra of a
leader tasking personal steps to carry
out a policy: Sh'mot 13:19, which says,
"And Moshe took the bones of Yosef
with him".
The sages ask why the Children of
Israel did not carry out this pious act
on Moshe's behalf.
Maybe the people were so concerned
with getting out of Egypt and taking
some assets with them that they had
no time for spiritual duties.
Another possibility is that the mitzva
of tending to Yosef's remains was so
important to Moses that he had to do
it himself and didn't even ask for
help. OZ

Meshech Chochma
Chochma
Meshech
- Jacob Solomon

When Par'oh sent out the people, G-d
did not lead them by the way of the
P'lishtim, because it was nearby. For
G-d said, "Perhaps the people will
change their minds when they see war
and they will return to Egypt." G-d
turned the people towards the
wilderness... (13:17-18)
Many explanations are given as to
why the Israelites were led towards
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the Promised Land through the
roundabout route. The simplest one,
given by Rashi, is that they should
not have a geographically-easy way
back to Egypt once the going looked
threatening. Moreover, as R. Bachya
points out, the decision to lead them
through the desert was an essential
factor in the formation of the
Israelites into a Torah Nation. For G-d
directed that they should be in
circumstances where they would
have to be reminded of His Presence
through
experiencing
constant
miracles in order to survive.
The Ohr HaChayim observes that the
people that Par'oh let out of his
country were not described as the
B'nei Yisrael, the Israelites, but
simply HA'AM, the people. The Ohr
HaChayim suggests that HA'AM does
not refer to the B'nei Yisrael, but to
the EIREV RAV, the mixed multitude,
who accompanied them (12:38). Who
precisely the EIREV RAV were is not
clear. Rashi's view is that they were
people from the outside that joined
the Israelite community. The Ohr
HaChayim suggests that that EIREV
RAV were what today would be called
the Fifth Column: a diverse rabble
sent by Par'oh to deliberately
undermine the Israelites in the
wilderness and ultimately promote
their return to Egypt for his future
exploitation.

Thus the opening words of the parsha
would be rendered as: "As a result of
Par'oh's sending the EIREV RAV to
undermine the Israelites, G-d would
not lead them through the lands of
the Philistines… For the prospect of
war in that region would be enough
for the EIREV RAV to persuade the
Israelites to take the short journey of
retreat back to Egypt."
This explanation of the Ohr HaChayim may well be complemented by
the viewpoint of the Meshech
Chochma, who focuses on the
tradition that the Israelites in Egypt
had been immersed in the Egyptian
varieties of idolatry. Though they had
seen the miracles of the Ten Plagues
and were to witness the splitting of
the Red Sea, at the time all these
were new. Their default culture and
way of thinking was the product of
generations of living in Egypt,
something that would come to the
fore when Moshe had left them and
they found themselves reverting to
their former ways of thinking with
the golden calf. Thus, the place to
receive the Torah was not on the
direct route through the land of the
P'lishtim. On that route, there were
plenty of rival attractions, events,
and sudden fears that would prompt
them back to their previous
'homeland' and reawaken their
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previous culture that they would
have been sorely missing. Thus their
journey would have to be on a
roundabout route; in line with R.
Bachya, where they would have the
wilderness to themselves, where the
environment would enable Matan
Torah and Kabbalat HaTorah to
happen without competing events
inciting former, deep-rooted mindsets. Indeed, the Meshech Chochma
uses this approach to suggest why
the Israelites needed 40 years before
entering the Promised Land. Any
earlier arrival, he argues, would
arouse within them their previous
culture of avoda zara of which they
would see plenty on entering in the
Land.
By contrast, we today do not have
the facility of being isolated. In this
day and age, there are torrents of
highly persuasive forces that tell us
what to think and what to do within
reach of a click or two. Many of them
address today's Jews living in very
different environments to those, still
within living memory, of three
generations
ago.
Many
are
thoroughly sincere if erroneous by
Torah standards, or at the other
extreme out of touch with the
realities of our people today. Some
Jews have EMUNA P'SHUTA: pure
trust, treating the faith and teachings of their ancestors as their

beacon and guide. Others unfortunately are stubbornly refusing to
entertain any point of view that does
not support their rampart secularism.
However, there are many committed
Jews that are actively engaged in
wrestling with different viewpoints
presented both within and without
Jewish walls.
The Israelites had one experience
that gave them their bearings: Matan
Torah. Its full effect took a long time;
those who followed the golden calf
lost those bearings under the
influence of the EIREV RAV. Perhaps
that indicates and emphasizes the
importance of a systematic and
ongoing Torah education today,
whereby the individual and the
community is consistently immersed
and learned enough to make
decisions that are fired by the
genuine teachings of our eternal
sources.

An MP is a member of the British Parliament
Our MP is also originally from England -

Menachem Persoff
To Rely or Not Rely on Miracles?
That is the Question
Our rabbis taught us not to rely on
miracles; rather, we should make the
required effort to turn adversity into
fulfillment. But how do we know the
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correct response, especially when
Pharoah's highly organized and
heavily equipped army is chasing us
with all the might it can muster?
Moreover, our backs are to the Sea,
and we are frozen with fear!
Indeed, Talmud Yerushalmi describes
(no less than) four responses to the
panic that ensued when the people
saw doom staring them in their eyes.
One group said: Let us drown in the
Sea, the second band argued for
returning to Egypt, a third faction
opted to fight, and the last
consortium chose to pray to Hashem.
However, following the Torah
narrative, all the people cried out to
Hashem in the traditional pattern
established by Avraham, Yitzchak,
and Yaakov (Rashi on Sh'mot 14:10).
And for sure, when the people wept
and wailed when their burden
became unbearable, Hashem heard
their cry.
So, why now did Hashem admonish
Moshe and ask why he, too, was
crying out to Him - and why did He
further command Moshe to continue
journeying [towards the Sea]?
Perhaps the answer lies in Moshe's
call to the people prior to Hashem's
reprimand. For Moshe had proclaimed to the terrified people: "Do
not fear! Stand fast and see the
salvation of Hashem… Hashem shall
make war for you, and you shall
remain silent!" (14:13).

It appears that God is here "The
Master of War" (15:3): For when it
comes to physical survival, Hashem
enters the picture, as in the Purim
story - whether publicly or behind the
scenes. Notably, however, following
the Egyptian demise, the people
would then have to take the initiative
and demonstrate their belief in
Hashem's providence by taking that
first step into the water.
The Lubavitcher Rebbe is quick to
point out that, later, Hashem's
response to the Amaleki threat was
totally different: The people should
go to war! For that enemy's sole
objective was to destroy the people's
spiritual fervor before receiving the
Torah at Sinai.
We see that when it comes to preserving Torah, there isn't even time
to bewail the facts and to wail.
Instead, like the Maccabees, we
should take immediate action to fight
for our beliefs, heritage, and traditions - and not rely on miracles! MP

The Daily Portion
- Sivan Rahav Meir

Are we ready
for redemption?
Translation by Yehoshua Siskin
Are we eagerly looking forward to
tomorrow, anticipating the redemp-
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tion and the universal kindness it will
bring, or are we solely preoccupied
with worst case future scenarios?
When the highly emotional and joyful
moment arrived after the splitting of
the Red Sea and the Song of the Sea
was sung, it is told that Miriam the
prophetess immediately pulled out a
tambourine:

expectation, to make a place in our
hearts for the kindness and goodness
sure to come.

"Miriam, the prophetess, Aharon's
sister, took a tambourine in her hand,
and all the women came out after her
with tambourines and with dances."

B'shalach

Wait a minute. From where did
Miriam’s
tambourine
suddenly
appear? It is clear that Miriam did not
have to rummage around in her
suitcase looking for it. It was already
with her, right by her side, because
she had been expecting this moment
for years. She had also educated the
women of her generation that
redemption could come suddenly, at
any time, and they must be ready for
it. We can learn a lot from that
generation of unswervingly faithful
and optimistic women.
Miriam's readiness for redemption
reminds me of words from an
enchanting song by Aharon Razel:
“Did you make a place in your heart
for the goodness that you will yet
discover? Are you ready for the
kindness that today will bring?”.
Miriam teaches us to live with joyful

Dvar Torah by
Rabbi Chanoch Yeres
to his community at
Beit Knesset Beit Yisrael, Yemin Moshe
Graciously shared with PhiloTorah

In this week's parsha we read about
the turning point for the Israelites as
they leave the Egyptians behind. The
miracle of the Crossing of the Sea
allowed us to finally escape the
treacherous grip of our Egyptian
taskmasters. The Torah describes
this moment in the famous words
(14:31) "And Israel saw the great
word. And Israel feared G-d."
Why is there this duality in the
terminology of this pasuk? First the
Israelites are referred to as "Israel",
then they are called "HaAm". This
maybe the first time that the Jewish
people coin themselves as an AM - a
nation. The Torah seems to emphasis
the transformation from simply being
called "Israel" to being referred to as
a free "nation".
However, in a deeper analysis, we
notice that the reference to the
Israelites as an AM was already used
by Pharoah earlier on (1:19). It is also
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Moshe through the command of G-d
that refers to the Israelites as AM
"Send my people (AMI) free."
I read a very nice insight from my
brother, Rabbi Moshe Yeres years
ago. Yes, perhaps others like Pharoah
had been the first to call the
Israelites an AM - "Nation", but it
seems that the Jewish people had
not yet internalized the concept until
this epic moment of crossing the Red
Sea. The feeling of being a nation did
not transpire until this communal
experience of Kriyat Yam Suf. This
joint miraculous experience suddenly
fused them from being a group of
freed slaves into a people with
nationhood and peoplehood. Perhaps
this is the reference in the text after
the crossing (15:16) "Till your people
(Amcha) pass over, Oh G-d, till the
people pass over that you have
gotten."
Only through such a communal
miracle do we really understand and
feel that we are all in the same
situation. If one would have failed, we
all would have doomed. There was
this urgency to unite the people into
one AM to prepare them for the next
communal experience of receiving
the Torah at Mt. Sinai. We could only
be successful in accepting the word
of G-d if we become a unified nation.
As we know, there are command-

ments that are befitting for
individuals and there are other
commandments that can only be
properly kept as a community and
antion.
Today, once more, as the Jewish
people are more divided, we need to
remember the words AM ECHAD One Nation, our secret to our eternal
survival.

The Weekly 'Hi All' by
Rabbi Jeff Bienenfeld
B'shalach 5781
In the battle between Israel and Amalek,
Yehoshua is commanded to lead the
troops into combat while Moshe
ascends the mount to pray for the
People (17:9-11). There, the Torah relates
that when Moshe held his hands aloft,
Israel was assured of victory. The
Mishna (Rosh HaShana 3:8) elaborates:
"Did the hands of Moshe actually alter
the course of the war? Rather, whenever the Israelites looked up and
dedicated their hearts to their Father in
Heaven, they prevailed; otherwise, they
faltered."
The late and much-lamented, Rabbi
Jonathan Sacks zt"l, had this perceptive
observation to make:
"The Mishna is clear. Neither the staff
nor Moshe's upraised hands were
performing a miracle. They were simply
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reminding the Israelites to look up to
heaven and remember that Gd was with
them. This gave them the confidence
and courage to win. In the case of the
battle against Amalek, the first battle
the Israelites had to fight for
themselves, Moshe had a vital role to
perform. He had to give the people
confidence by getting them to look up.
In 1875 an amateur archaeologist,
Marcelino de Sautuola, began excavating the ground in a cave in Altamira near
the north coast of Spain. At first, he
found little to interest him, but his
curiosity was rekindled by a visit to the
Paris exhibition of 1878 where a collection of Ice Age implements and art
objects was on display. Determined to
see whether he could find equally
ancient relics, he returned to the cave in
1879.
One day he took his nine-year-old
daughter Maria with him. While he was
searching through the rubble, she
wandered deeper into the cave and to
her amazement saw something on the
wall above her. "Look, papa, oxen", she
said. They were, in fact, bison. She had
made one of the great discoveries of
prehistoric art of all time. The magnificent Altamira cave paintings, between
25,000 and 35,000 years old, were so
unprecedented a finding that it took
twenty-two years for their authenticity
to be accepted. For four years Sautoula
had been within a few feet of a monumental treasure, but he had missed it

for one reason. He had forgotten to look
up.
One of the ongoing themes of Tanach is
the need to look up. "Lift up your eyes
on high, and see who has created these
things", says Yeshayahu (40:26). "I lift
up my eyes to the hills. From where will
my help come" said King David (T'hilim
121:1). In D'varim, Moshe tells the
Israelites that the Promised Land will
not be like the flat plain of the Nile Delta
where water is plentiful and in regular
supply. It will be a land of hills and
valleys, entirely dependent on unpredictable rain (11:10-11). It will be a
landscape that forces its inhabitants to
look up. That is what Moshe did for the
people in their first battle. He taught
them to look up.
Looking up and cultivating BITACHON,
trust and faith in HaShem, can be a
formidable challenge. When faced with
adversity - be it an illness, a financial
misfortune, an ambition gone sour - the
tendency is often to turn inward and
become depressed and then despair of
all hope. True, when dealing with such
defeats, it's quite natural to feel sorry
for oneself, but that's hardly a longterm solution. In fact, such self-absorption only makes matters worse. The
right answer - so simple and yet so
profound - is to recognize that HaShem
runs the world, and trusting in Him,
believe that all is for the best. This
supreme act of faith can both calm a
troubled soul and then inspire that
person to partner with Gd in meeting
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the trial head-on. In other words, when
you feel the stresses and anxieties of
life dragging you down, that's precisely
the time to look up.
A hitchhiker with a heavy suitcase found
a ride with a farmer in his pickup truck.
The hiker sat in the front seat with the
heavy suitcase on his lap. The driver,
noticing the clear discomfort of his
passenger, said: "Son, if you place the
suitcase on the floor, the truck will carry
you and your suitcase." The take-away:
when you look up, you feel flushed with
the certainty that your heavy load of
worry and fear is being borne by
Someone Else!
The philosopher Ludwig Wittgenstein
once said that his aim in philosophy was
"to show the fly the way out of the
fly-bottle." The fly is trapped in the
bottle. It searches for a way out.
Repeatedly it bangs its head against the
glass until at last, exhausted, it dies. Yet
the bottle has been open all the time.
The one thing the fly forgets to do is to
look up. Are we like that fly?
So, what does it mean to look up? It
begins, as we've said, with a categorical
trust in Gd - BITACHON. When that
trust is activated, we are able to step
outside of ourselves and consider the
greater picture. And within that broad
canvas, from that high celestial perch,
we find - and it's not always so easy that we can endure far more than we
ever could have imagined, so much more
than simply cope with our sufferings.

Amazingly, we discover we can tap into
our deeper strengths, reframe our own
circumstances, and part the dark
curtains of our life to reveal new and
bright horizons.
When we conflate our past experiences
with our future expectations, when we
reflect upon more than just ourselves,
and when, into this deep awareness, we
factor in what we feel HaShem would
want of us, we inevitably begin to see
things differently. All at once, our
tomorrows are brimming with possibilities we scarcely ever considered. Our
values change; our priorities come in for
a makeover. What was seemingly
important only yesterday, today
appears trivial, and what we've so long
neglected, for whatever reason, now
looms large and compelling. In a word,
we have looked up!
Once, long ago, a just emancipated
people - still slaves and unskilled in
battle - found themselves faced with a
threatening enemy bent on their
annihilation. All seemed hopeless. But
then, their leader stood on high and with
hands aloft, signaled to his flock and
roused them to look up. And they did!
They still had to bravely persevere and
fight, but with their gaze looking up,
they emerged victorious!
If we can remember this moving and
impelling lesson, then what Moshe
taught Israel can - and should also - be
our lodestar going forward. No obstacle,
no setback, no hardship can ever
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withstand the sheer power and magnificence of looking up!

Afterthoughts

by Yocheved Bienenfeld
HASHEM S'FOTAI TIFTACH
U'FI YAGID T'HILATECHA
Before we begin the Shmoneh Esrei, we
say the above - HaShem, open my lips
and my mouth will tell Your praises. I am
requesting that HaShem give me the
ability to speak by opening my mouth
and then I can proceed with His praises
as I say the Shmoneh Esrei. Given the
way I often daven, however, I think to
myself that I need help in "opening my
mouth" literally - in being careful in
pronouncing the words and not
davening the giberrish that often comes
out.
In addition, these words tell me even
more. If Gd is behind my opening my
mouth, then what will come out will
serve as a praise of Him. If I open my
mouth on my own, however, and not
HaShem, I can't be so sure that what will
emanate from it will be praiseworthy.
More likely than not, this won't be the
case. Therefore, it would be best to
speak only when I'm sure that it is
HaShem Who is there in the opening of
my mouth.

fill it.' Gd is reminding us that if we
follow Him, He is willing to do anything
we request: "just open your mouth wide
and I will fulfill your request."
Unfortunately, in that chapter of T'hilim,
Gd bemoans the fact that V'LO SHAMA
AMI L'KOLI - His nation did not listen to
Him.
If I can be allowed to wax homiletic a bit,
I learn something else from this verse.
HaShem is telling us HARCHEV PICHA open your mouth - and when you do, let
VA'AMALEHU - let it be Me who fills it anything that reflects who I Am, which
will result in My praise. And a different
text from King David's T'hilim tells us
what the result of this will be: T'HILAT
HASHEM YIDABEIR PI - My mouth will
declare the praise of HaShem - if what
my mouth produces is a praise of
HaShem; VIVARECH KOL BASAR... - and
all people shall bless His holy name
forever - the result will be that it leads
to all of humanity "blessing" His holy
Name. Our mouths will produce a
Kiddush HaShem.

I find a hint to this idea in T'hilim 81:11.
King David tells us 'I am HaShem, your
Gd, who brought you up from the land of
Egypt; open your mouth wide and I will
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